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Forum reaches quorum
·Elections and discussion dominate agenda
by Emily Horowitz
Josh Kaufmann chaired the November 6 Student Forum Meeting;
with a scant quorum of 21 people.
The meeting began with updates
on old business. The opening of the
student cafe/store has been delayed
until next semester, announced
Kaufmann. ·
Amy Rogers presented the ruling
of the Student Judiciary Board on a
case brought against five students
last week. One student was suspended and has declared he will appeal the verdict to the Grievance
Committee. The other four defendants received social probation and
community service.
The Educational PlanningCominittee chair, Gavin Milczarek, reminded
all present that faculty evaluations
are due November 15: Emily Smith
ran unopposed for the vacant Arts
Division position on the Educational
Planning Committee and was elected
unanimously.
David Miller, Planrting Committee
Chair, reported that he received 149
· responses to the survey which asked
whether students wanted to raise the
Student Activity Fee. The results were

80 in favor to 69 against. Miller will
present the results to Vice-president
Dimitri Papadimitriou.
Lisa Sanger, Secretary, announced
that the Board of Trustees donated a
copier for use by club heads. There is
no charge for use of this copier. It is
kept in the Student Government
Office in the Student Center and clubheads can get the key from Security.
Kaufmann, as Student Life Committee Chair, reported that the college wants to phase out storage if
possible. The Student Life Committee is looking into alternatives to on
cam pus storage. This would open
ctirrent storage space for use as offices, by clubs, or by students as studio and practice space. Students
present at the Forum expressed concern and the general consensus was
that on-cam pus storage is a necessity
for many students.
Kaufmann agreed to relay the students responses to the Student Life
Committee when they next discuss
storage. He also said that he would
like to send a poll to students about
storage options. He promised to
consult the student body before
making any formal decisions on the
storage issue.
•

Professor Carol Nackenoff, organizer of the conference on the Supreme Court.

The controversial 14th Amendment

Equal Protection Clause
by Emily Horowitz
"It shall be an unlawful employment practice for an employer to fail
ortorefusetohireortodischargeany
individual, or otherwise to discriminate against any individual with
respect to his compensations, terms,
conditions, or privileges of employment, because of such individual's
race, color, religion, sex, or national
origin ..."
The program for The Supreme Court
and EqUtll Protedion: Rtl€:4 Gender and
Ltiw for the 1990s Conference, which

took place on November 3, 1990 at
Bard, quotes this passage from the
Civil Rights Act of 1964,_Title VII,
Sect. 703a(1 ). While the meaning of-.

the quote might appear clear and
specific, it is, as the conference illustrated, the subject of many different
interpretations.
The Conference attempted to address the distinct and often conflicting legal interpretations of discrimination, and specifically, the 14th
amendment equal protection clause.
The panel discussions focused on race

continued on page 7

Ford Foundation grant's money
to history department
by Sarah Gaughran

Marion Jones and Thomas Cooper of the King Institute for Nonviolence

The philosophy of Martin Luther
King lives on
by Thomas Chase
On Monday, October 29 three representatives of the New York State
Martin Luther King, Jr. Institute for
Nonviolence addressed the Bard
community in the art history room in
Olin. The speakers were brought to
the campus by the newly established
Bard chapter of the Institute.
The first speaker was projects co or-

dinator Marion jones. Jones described
the organization of the state wide
group. She said the group was started
a little over two years ago at the initiative of governor Mario Cuomo.
The organization was. begun to
counter rising levels of violence in
New York. Jones said the purpose is
to "train, educate, and familiarize the
peopleofNewYorkstateon thestrate-

continued on page 7

allocate the funds to minority students who are moderated history
Bard students may be unaware of majors to fund various research projthe scholarships and grants that are ects, like the senior project. The reavailable to them. The Ford Founda- search grants arc not, however, limtion Grant is one such program. The ited to seniors.
Ford Foundation offers scholarships
The history department has been
to encourage minority students to go requesting a budget line of this nato graduate school and to pursue ture for some time, but these are the
academic careers. The Foundation · first grants funds to be received. The
also provides a stipend of $1000 to Ford Foundation Grant will only be
the department in which a fellow- donated to the history department
ship recipient majored.
for this year, but Alice Stroup enBard's history department will courages minority students to apply
receive such a grant because of the for the fellowship when applying to
outstanding scholarship of an alum- graduate school for an academic field
nae, who was awarded a Ford Foun- of study.
. dation Grant this year. The money
To be considered for a fellowship,
will be used according to the guiding students must enroll in a graduate
principles of the ford Foundation, program in a PhD granting instituwhich states that the grant only go to tion for strictly academic and research
minority students specifically to based careers; they are not available
encourage them to attain a PhD de- for students pursuing a MBA or JD.
gree. The history department estabAlice Stroup admits herdisappointlished a 3 member sub~mmittee to
continued on page 7

when we learn to speak we limit
ourselves to the sounds that will
communicate with our environment,
and we lose some of the original
including the R~yal Shakespeare co-nnections between voice and the
Company in London, and for several "pleasure principle."
Throughout the conference, the
broadway shows. Her many other
accornplishmcntsincludepublication presenters led participants in variFreeing the Natural Voice, a leading ousworkshopsairncdathelpingthem
textbook for actors, and co-founda- to "find their own voice.'' Particition Shakespeare and Company in pantsactivelyengagedinwritingand
Lenox, MA. She currently teaches in voice exercises and participated in
the Acting Division at Emerson Col- smaller group workshops led by fac-'
ulty members of the Institute as well,
lege.
Elbow'sopeningrernarkscentered some of whom also teach in the L&T
around voice and writing, raising the program.
In one of the larger workshops,
question,"Howcorne we get the sense
of sound from black and white marks using their own writing, participants
on paper?" He also said that the triedtoscparatetheirownvoicefr_o m
the "cannonical voice,"
conference
whichisdcscribedastl,le ·
_would seek
"disembodied voice of
to relate
authority."
voice to
Linklater' s "Speaking
t ea ch i ng
a Sonnet" workshop
and to ansoughtto "arrestthe linswer the
ear habit" of scanningquestions
ahead in a progression
"How can I
of words or sounds in
get voice in
ordertofindameaning.
. . my writLi.nklater led the group
ing? How .
in physically and emocan I help ·
tionallyintensiveactivistumy
ties which involved
dents get
different
emitting
-Paul Connolly, Director of the
voice?"
sounds and words, on~
Gilligan Institute for Writing and Thinking
followcd,speakingofvoiceasachan-· at a time, relating them to different
nelforthepsychewhichconnectsthe parts of the body instead of to each
"-inner world of thought and feeling other. In this way, voice can be sepaand the outer world of relationships." rated from its usual home in the head.
In order to identify the voice of the
Linklater spoke of the need to hear
not the voice, but the person through psyche, participants applied
the voice. She also referred to the Gilligan's "Five Psychological
direct connection of the infant's voice Truths" to their writing, exploring
to emotion and need, to the instinct the statement "What is unvoiced or
for survival. As infants, we can make unspoken, because-it is out of relaall the sounds that compose all the tionship, tends to get out of perspecl~ngua es in the world, she said, but tive and to dominate psychic life.".

L&T for grown-ups
by Angela Alexander
We think of voice as the sounds we
makewhenwetalk,butwealsospcak
of voice as being expressed· through
writing and being expressive of certain aspects of our inner reality. Over
one hundred people, mostly high
school and college teachers, worked
todiscovertheirvoices this past weekend in a conference entitled ".Voice:
Rhetorical, Psychological, Dramatic."
The conference was sponsored by
Bard College's Institute for Writing
and Thinking, which is also responsible for the Language and Thinking
program for Bard freshmen.
The Institute's Director, Paul Conolly, Associate Director, Teresa
Vilardi, and their staff worked for
about a year and a half to bring together three distinguished presenters, representing the literary, psychological, and dramatic fields.
Peter Elbow, Professor of English
at the University of Massachusetts,
was the founding director of the Bard
Freshman Workshop in Language
and Thinking from 1981 to 1932. He
has published several books ~n writ~
ing and is currently teaching a grad uate seminar on voice at Amherst.
Carol Gilligan, Professor of Education at Harvard, teaches courses on
the psy~hologyof adolescence, clinical interviewing, and moral development and education. Her book In A
Different" Voice looks at the contribution of research on women to psychological theory.
Kristin Linklater, trained in acting
at the London Academy of Music
and Dramatic Art, has taught and
coached voice for various companies,

Walter Lippmann remembered
by Emily Horowitz
Walter Lippmann advised presiM
dents, founded the New Republic,
and wroterolumnsfortheNewYork
Herald. One of the most influential
journalists of the 20th century,
Lippmann lived through, and commented on, most events of this century, from World War I to the Vietnam War.
From October 26 to October 28,
Bard College hosted a conference
marking the centennial of
Lippman's birth. Organized by Bard

professor James Chace afong with
Lippmann biographer Ronald Steele,
the conference participants included
·such notables as John Morton Blum,
Sidney Blumenthal, C. W. Maynes,
and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr.
While observers were permitted to
sit in on the conference sessions, the
conference was not widely publicized. "It was primarily a working
conference,'' explained Chace, who
expects the papers to be published
together in a book or individually.
Ronald Steele, author of Walter
Lippmann and the American Century,
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spoke first · on ''The Relevance of
Walter Lippmann." Chace hopes
to publish a transcript of the talk ·i n
Annandale magazine.
Both Saturday and Sunday,
Lippman was discussed not only
around the conference table, but at
the dinner table as the participants
shared their personal recollections
of Walter Lippmann. "The discussion were illuminating in placing
the relev~nce of Walter Lippmann
in American intellectual history,"
said Chace. "In addition, the debate between Lippmann and Kennan is especially interesting today,
since the Cold War is ending."
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La'tvia's Singing Revolution
by Emily Horowitz
What do the revolutions in the
Baltic republics of the Soviet Union
all have in common? Each revolution
had environmental degradation as
i~s trigger, a folk song tradition-as the
means for sustaining the morale of its
participants, and the specter of cultural extinction as the ultimate impetus for its sustainment. "Baltics in Revolt: Latvia's Singing R~volution," a
lecture sponsored by the Soviet Studies Oub, will examine these factors in
Latvia in partic'llar, at 7:30 PM on
Thursday, November 15 in Olin 102.
Journalism Professor John Harsock
will examine the - factors that
prompted the resurgence o.f nationalism in this small Baltic country and
its declaration of independance from
the Soviet Union on May 4.
Hartsock will also invite discus~
sion on a comparison of the Latvian

Revolution with those of other F.astemEuropeancountriesthispastyear.
Professor Hartsock spent nine
weeks in Latvia during the summer
studying the ongoing Latvian revo- ·
lutionand wasaneyewitncsstomajor
events associated with it. He was
credentialed as a journalist by the
Latvian Parliament to cover Latvian
issues, and interviewed leading personalities involved in the country's
revolution. His lecture will be supported with slide~ he took of political
demonstrations and environmental
problems, and with video excerpts
provided by Latvian Television of
the cdt.intry' s National Song Festival,
one of the most important events in
the country's national life.
A former Washington correpcmc:Ient for UPI and States News Serv~
ice, Harsock curren~ly teaches journalism in the Marist College communications program.

Race as a lens of American history
struggle between outsiders and insiders. In this context he also exTaylor Branch, author of the 1989 plained how we perceive history and
Pulitzer Prize winning-history of the what should govern the writing of
civil rights struggle "Parting the history.
Waters: America in the King Years
Branch began his talk by arguing
1954-1963" spoke on Thursday, that race is a pe~manent component
November 1, 1990 at Dutchess Com- of American history. Race, he said, is
munity College. Branch is a journal- central to the perception of American
ist, author and hsitorian. Formerly a democracy. Americans are overstaff member of the Washington whelminglysensitive to race, and subMonthly, Harper's, and Esquire, and sequently they often evade the issue.
the author of Second Wind with Bill Perception of race works to hide re~
Russell, Blorping the Whistle and The .. cent realities. Once hidden, racial
Empire Blues. He now lives in Balti- history reduced to myth, labels and
symbols.
more, Maryland.
His lecture, entitled "Outsiders and
Branch's talk concentrated on proInsiders: Race as the Lens of Ameri- posing art alternative method to the
can History," sought to give a work- writing of history. The method ating · definition of history as the tempts to capture the cross-cultural
experience through story-telling._.,.. . .
Story-telling remains an integral part
of the human experience, as opposed
to abstract analysis. Traditional historical analysis may occasionally be
static and "rearrange labels that are
culture bound." The process, consequently, obstructs merely the learning of another experience.
This particular view of writing his·-ouR SMARr 24.ATM tory, Branch stated, stemmed from
IS CONVENIENRY
his contact wi.th the civil rights moveLOCATED IN THE
ment and his fascination with Dr.

by Betty Lo Cualio
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Travelling. for< Baf,.dian$
by Tom Hickerson
by Greg Ciaccio·
Getting to Bard is somewhat of a
hassle for mo~t students. For others,
it can be a major odyssey. Missing
that exit on the Taconic Parkway is
small potatoes compared to this
travel story.
Manish Desa, a student from Born~
bay, had difficulties before he even
boarded a plane. The U.S. embassy
flooded him with red tape when he
tried to get a student visa.
"It's really hard to get student vi~
sas, especially if you're an under~
graduate," Desa explained. Apparently, immigration officials are
afraid that undergraduates will stay
on to get their Master's degrees, and
then their doctorates and who
knows, they may even want to stay
here. The government is particularly tough on Indian students who
come from low-income families or
who already have relatives in the
United States, assuming they will
have more reason to stay in America. Desa was the only undergrad uate to get a student visa that month.
Desa flew for 11 hours from
Bombay's Saharairportto Heathrow
in London, where he had a six hour
layover. He killed time by trying his
first Coca-Cola and by waiting in
line for an hour and a half. At the.
end of the line an airport security
guard asked him if'he was carrying
a bomb. He said no and the guard let

him go.
Desa was introduced to American culture on his five hour flight to
Chicago by ul Love Lucy'' re-runs
and supermarket tabloids. "All the
way from London to Chicago I was
trying to figure out why people read
that crap," Desa said.
Desa was surprised by the winter
weather when he arrived in Chicago. Having lived in Bombay all
his life, Desa had never felt cold
weather before. It was such a novelty that he decided not to put on his
heavy jacket.
Desa'scousinshowed him around
Chicago and bought him his first
American junk food. Desa's first
experience with an American city
was a bit of a let down, because
therewasnosnoworice.Itreminded
him of "a concrete maze, something
you'd play pinball in."
When Desa transferred to Bard
from the University of Minnesota
he had to take a bus cross country.
On the way he met all sorts of interesting people. There was the little
boy who made Desa pretend he was
playing a video game with the bus
window as the monitor. There was
the ex-Moonie-cum-born-againChristian who believed that his parents were witches who "flew around
on brooms."
It was with relief thatDesa ended
his oddysey upon the shores of the
Hudson.

Bard students are almost unique in
that their winter vacation is six weeks
long. After the Christmas and Hanukkah holidays are over, many
Bardians have time enough to work
on an independent study project,
complete an internship, take on a job
or travel the world. .
For many Bard students, traveling
may not seem like an economical
option. However, there are organizations that students can join that can
offer cheaper and easier travelling
both within the U.S. and abroad.
One of those organizatio-ns is the
American Youth Hostels,Inc.(AYH).
AYH is a membership organization
offering opportunities for travel and
outdqor recreation especially for
young people by providing hostels
in scenic, cultural and historic areas.
Members of the AYH can go to any
hostel and enjoy simple and safe
accommodations, usually for less
than ten dollars a night. The A YH
maintains hostels all over the coun-
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card is good at any of the IYHF hostels. Additional information can be
requested through the AYH offices.
Another organization designed for
students wishing to travel abroad is
the Council on International Educational Exchange (CIEE). The CIEE
offers inexpensive travel arrangements abroad, including air fare, car
rentals, accommodations, rail passes,
and other expenses.
The CIEE also offers information
about a number of study abroad programs and work abroad programs
(see related ~rtide on page 4). Information on how to apply for CIEE' s
International Student I .D.card, which
is a prerequisite for these benefits,
can be obtained from Bard's Career
Development Office or from CIEE at
205 East 42"d Street, New York, NY,

10017.
For students with a further interest
in budget traveling, the Let's Go series of books published by Harvard
Student Agencies are recommended
as a source of helpful information.

A guide to local travel agencies
by Greg Ciaccio

If you are like most Bard students,
you live out of state where no one has
even heard of Bard and they make
you say the name over and over and
over again. Any reason to go home is
a good one and a Thanksgiving din. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - , nernot prepared by Kline is an even
better reason. Thanksgiving is traditionally the biggest travelling day of
the year. To go home this holiday,
you will probably require the assistance of a travel agent.
Travel agents are the middle men
between your transportation and you.
Many people wonder how travel
agents
make a living when they only
i
charge you for the cost of the ticket
1:
u.
and notfortheirservi'ces. Well, travel
0
.....
agents make a commission from the
~ airline for acquiring customers .. For
&U
this reason there really is no differ~
ence between the the prices of differ~
ent agencies.· Travel agents are out to

Vassar

try, from NC'w York City to Los
Angeles. Th~ hostels can take the form
of a treehouse, a renovated battleship or even a lighthouse.
.
Hostels usually have small dormitories with 4 to 6 beds, kitchens, common rooms and even special facilities for the disabled. Some hostels
have bigger dormitories and offer
low-cost meals and family rooms.
There is no maid service; instead,
overnight guests · share domestic
duties. A YH also offers World Adventure trips and other travel pro·grams.
Joining the AYH only costs $20 for
an adult (18 or over) and can be
bought either through a travel agency
or by requesting an application directly from AYH at American Youth
Hostels, P.O. Box 37613, Washington, D.C., 20013-7613.
The A YH is a member of the International Youth Hostel Federation
(IYHF), which maintains over 5,000
hostels world wide, including hostels
in Europe, the Mediterranean, Africa, Asia and Australasia. An A YH

get you the best price possible. This
is a list of the local travel agencies and
what they have to offer Bard students
for the delight of organizing their
travel affairs.
The travel agency that requires the
least travel to get to is the Star Travel
agency. They have been conveniently
located on 12 South Broad way in Red
Hook for almost five years. They
handle travel arrangements for many
of the Bard students and faculty. Their
proximity makes them ideal for picking up[ tickets and such without much
hassle. StarTravel's phone number
is 758-6808.
The Barbara Lee Travel Service
probably has the most experience
witl;t handling Bard student's travel
plans. Having been in the business
for thirty years, they understand a
student's financial position. or lack
of one. There phone numbt.~r is 8767023 and the Musak plays some really nifty Julio Inglesias tum~s-

Also in Rhinebeck is the aptly
named Rhinebeck Travel Center.
They have a few Bard students and
faculty among their clients and , as
employee Judith Nero put it, they
will "explore many options for students." While the firm is small (just
two travel agents) it can provide
persona Jized service that may be hard
to come by at other agencies. The
Rhinebeck Travel Center is situated
at 19 East Market Street. You can call
them at 876-2076.
If you're a student with special
travel needs, the Kingston Travel
Center may be the agency for you .
They have over 25 years of experience with "spe~ialized itineraries and
travel," and have worked with Bard
stud£mts and professors before. The
Kingston Travel Center is on 236
Clinton A venue:- The phone number
is 331-7881.

IRDTT~sj

World.~ Travel
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Down Under Awaits with CIEE
by Tatiana Prowell
If you'veever had a desire to know
Australia from "down under/' the
CouncilonlntemationalEducational
Exchimge (CIEE) has an opportunity
for you to do just that. The program,
which is anticipated to begin in February 1991, consists of a semester or a
year at Murdoch University in Perth,
Australia, through the Cooperative
Studies Program.
Murdoch University is located
seven miles to the south of Perth,
A~stralia'sthird largest city. This city
of just over 1 million inhabitants has
been named "the sunniest capital in
the1country," boasting an average of
8 hours of sunshine per day yeararound and a pleasant Mediterranean
climate with dry summers (December through February) of highs

around 85° and mild winters (June
through August) with lows around
50°. Locat~ nearby are th~ famous
and scenic Kings Park and Swan
River. Public beaches and the Victorian-style village of Freemantle arc
only a short ride away and are fully
accessible by public transportation.
Environmentalists, ecology students, and nature lovers alike will be
pleased to find the world's largest
"Great Barrier Reef," Ayers Rock,
over 3,000 varities of wildflowers,
and carefully presetVed woodlands
and wetlands, virtually undisturbed
by humans.
But enough about the setting.
Murdoch University has approximately 6,500 students, 700 of whom
are international. Students may
choose from over 500 oo\.ir5e-s offered
each semester, and a regular course

load includes at least four classes.
The typical course at Murdoch has
two to three hours oflectures and one
to two hours of tutorials or lab_ work
each week.
Murdoch offers placement in seven
schools of study: Biology /Environmental Science, Economics, Commerce/Law,Education,theHumanities, Math/Physical Sciences, Social
Sciences, and Veterinary Studies.
Theological studies joint degrees are
available through Murdoch and the
Perth College of Divinity.
To be considered eligible for admission, international students must
have at least a 2.75 C.P.A., although
the college warns that Australian
grading is much less generous than
in the States, and the majority of students receive C's for their course
work. Study-abroad students gener-

ally earn 14 credit hours for thesemester, taking one required core
course as well as three other classes.
The semesters run from February
to July (Spring) or July to November
(Fall) and include an orientation, two
to three weeks of mid -term vacation,
a one-week study period, and a two

week exam period, aside from the
regular 13 weeks of classes.
The anticipated semester cost is
$6,500, as well as a $1,000 round-trip
flight. The a~ove estimate includes
all expenses except for meals, which
can either be taken in the campus

continued on page 9

Learning through Service: An experience of a lifetime
by Tatiana Prowell
''Once you get involved, the experience -stays with you for the rest of
your life." These are the words of
Jasonl.eo,acolle_gestudentwhospent
the summer in a Learning Through
Service internship.
Learning Through Service (LTS) is
a program organized by the Associa~
tion of Episcopal Colleges (AEC) to
allow students to affect the lives of
others through volunteer work. Internships are available throughout
the U.S. and in several foreign countries for a semester or a full year, the
summer, or during January Intersession. Depending upon the program,
it may carry as many as 12 to 16 academic credits.
Possible LTS service roles include
teaching literacy basic skills to the
uneducated or the homeless; caring
for ill, handicapped, and elderly
individuals; organizing community
projects; and helping to build housing in low-income areas.
The LTS program stresses that it
offers a -s ecular environment. Although the. program is run by an
Episcopalian organization, none of
theService-Learninginternshipsand
only specific Students Serving Others internships ask that members be
of the Christian faith. When such a
religious environment will be the

case, students are informed before
making any commitment.
As far as any required language
experience is concerned, a background of two years of high school
language instruction or one year of
college instruction is required for the
Service-Learning - internships in
France, Ecuador --and Mexico. All
other programs either provide training or involve working with primarily English~spea~ing peoples.
The LTS program consid~rs itself
well-supervised and safe. It has had
no cases in which student volunteers
were in immediate danger, despite
the fact that some internships take
place in nations with unstable governments. One student who was in
the Philippines during a coupattempt
was immediately moved to a secure
shelter and was advised not to involve herself in the politics of the
country. Under this close s_u pervi.sion, her internship continued without any disruption. In adherence to
these safety standards, the "ServiceLearning" program in Liberia has
been temporarily discontinued.
Amy Egan, Assistant to the Presi~
dent of A. E. C., stresses that reactions
from student volunteers to the program are overwhelmingly positive.
"Almost all students return with a
newer, sharper focus. Especially if
they work around extreme poverty,

DeWitt Bros.
Tool Co., Ine
237 Lafayette St.
New York, ;NY 10012
212 226-6640

HOME OF DRILL AMERICA

they come backgrounded ...and pain- Academics relate to Jamaican studies
waste and societal and offer possible credit for historyI
fully aware
values," she says. Even the some- political science, literature, sociology
what negative experiences they have or psychology. Twenty service hours
give them an optimistic outlook, Egan a week are spent teaching and proexplains. "Even the students who viding care in children;s homes, day
were doing 'Service Learning' in Li- care centers, and institutions for the
beria during an extended power fail- handicapped. Program costs, includ~
ure... found something rewarding [in fng meals, tuition and housing are
the experience]. They learned to fall $3300 per semester or $2900 per sumback on their own resources, -which mer.
Service-Learning in India
some of them were not aware of prior
to that."
A 3-week experience undertaken
during January
Although more detailed 'p roIn tersession.
gram information is availAcademics
able in the Career Develinclude
opment Office, here is a
seminars,
brief overview of some of
lectures, and
the available internships:.
field trips, as
Service-Learning in
wellasa 12pageEngland
paper completed
A semester or summer at Westminster College in Oxford and the upon return, for 3 to 6 credits. A miniU.K. Centre for Experimental Learn- mumof40servicehoursattheMother ing. Academic studies consist of: Con- Theresa Homes for the Destitute in
temporary Britain, Literature and Writ- Calcutta and other service agencies is
ing, and Institutions in Society, carry- required. Program costs are availing 9 to 12 credits. Service involves able from AEC.
Similar service:.Iearning intern~
health care and social services. Program cost~, induding meals, tuiti9n _sl!ips are available in Ecuador, France,
and housing, are $3400 per semester Mexico, the Philippines, and South
or $2300 per summer, with a small Dakota.
weekly stipend paid to the student.
Students Serving Others programs
Service-Learning in Jamaica
are also volunteer opportunities
A semester or summer at College which: differ in that academic credit
of the Arts, Sciences and Technology. is possible only in certain internships.

of

39 South Broadway
Red Hook, NY 12571
(914) 758-6232

~ Sam.
• 1 1 Arleen
Tfi.e. 1 'HistoTJ.C.
Hark1ns,
owners
WLfage Dine:r
The first diner to be listed in NY's historic register

US/USSR Volunteers in Nicaragua
A four week program in late July
to late August. American students
receiye an orientation in Guatemala
City and Managua with their Sovicf
partners, and then travel to the site to
begin constructing homes for those
left homeless by the recent hurricane
and ongoing political strife. Some
Russian or Spanish background is
useful, but not required. Total cost,
including airfare and all living costs,
isapproximately$1295. This program
carries no academic credit.
St. Christophers Home in Hong
Kong
Agenerallyyear-longprogram beginning in early summer. Volunteers
teach English, sports and basic skills
and serve as role-models/ caretakers
to children who have been abandoned
or who come from broken homes.
Some_ Chinese ·is helpful, but not
necessary. Cost information is available from AEC. Carries no academic
credit.
Approximately 19 other Students
Serving Others programs are in progress in over 31 countrie-s, as well as in
Virginia, Washington D.C., Detroit,,
San Francisco, Florida, South Carolina, Connecticut, Nevada, Alaska,
North Carolina and New York City.
Leo stresses the impact of participating in one of these programs. "I
often smile when I look at the program flyers because [despite the
specific dates listed for them] from
this point on, your life in some way
will always be a life of service."
For further information, contact
Harriet Schwartz in Career Development, or write to: The Association of
Episcopal Colleges, 815 Second Avenue, New York, NY, 10017.

by Heidi Tremaine
I have not forgotten Michele Berger's open-

ing phrase - 'I have been silent'· in her articie
titled "Unbraiding the Sexual Politics of Black
Hair". These wor~s speak to problems that
while often defined as personal, are reflect_ive
of a political and cultural climate- in our society
~nd on this campus. Silence is an instrinsic Rart
of our social culture here at Bard. I am concerned about its presence and do not want to
watch or participate in its continuation. I hope
that this ietter will help to inspire continued
discus~io.n about issues that I, too, have been
silent about..
lam speaking to the issue that I would define
as 'hot' now on campus- sexual harassment. As
we currently face this problem the truth about
how tolerant and, ~ilent we have been becomes
painfully apparent. Think of all of the victims
of sexual harassment that you know, all of the
misunderstandings and miscommunications
around our sexuality and all of the real psychological violence that occurs in our relationships
with each other. It seems that we have been
thinking of these things as our personal problems and resist labeling and confronting these
· ascultur.al problems, which they obviously are.
V{hile I believe that we are personally opposed
to all forms of sexual harassment, this is not
reflected in our -community practices. This is
evident simply because we know about the
above instances and have tolerated them. I
realize thata lot of the toleration is th~ result of
confusion of what sexual
harassment
is. With
this in mind it is even more imperative to put in
-end _to our silence.
·
Recentlytherehavebeen several women who
have had the strength and courage to speak out
about their experiences- many of whom have
been raped. Because more women than before
have spoken out does not mean that sexual
harassment has increased. It does mean that the
social climate at Bard has starteq to change. We
have recently become less tolerant, more vocal,
and hence, more supportive of rape victims.
These factors have made Bard a safer place to

not morally wrong, neither is power, but
manipulating and debasing another human
being with these two very seductive things is.
So, while it is true that men are most often the
speak out about such negative experiences. W~ estly state that women's classroom/intellec- sexual harassers and women the victims (for
need to listen to these women, think of our- tual silence is a personal problem that plagues reasons that go way beyond the scope of this
selves, and work to perpetuate this very'fortu- us in every class, everyday,. and every semes- article) it is both men and women who can be
nate beginning of change.
ter. Whether we decide to speak up or keep sexist and it is both men and women who can
work to end the silence, conf~sion and violence
No discussion on sexual harassment is com- silent, the issue is always there.
plete without integrating the· very real and
Sexual harassment is not something we can around sexual harassment. As a woman indehabilitating affects of sexism on this campus. afford to be silent about if our real intention is volved in the issue I worry about ·my stateFor those of you who do not think this campus to have equally bright men and women, and ments on this potentially alienating topic and
is sexist, I genuinely urge ym.J to observe the 'intellectually invigorating' (Bard brochure!) am concerned about the potential silence of
interactions _between students, look closely at classrOQms where there is a storm of differt!nt men.. This is not just a women's problem, it is a
what goes on in the classroom, listen to some of perspectives and ideas. Think about this strik- campus problem- we are all affected and
the comments being f!lade about female pro- ing, honest statement by writer I poet/ feminist harmed by it. At the recent Poughkeepsie Pro
fessors and rethink your opinion. I think that "\drienne Rich- "If it is dangerous for me to Choice rally I attended I was moved by the
no matter how socially conscious, or politically walk home late of an evening from the library, angry, impassioned words of a white male
correct we are _no one is fully removed from because I am a woman and can be raped, how speaker. He said that he felt victimized by and
discriminatory attitudes and behavior. We live self-possessed, how exuberant can I feel as I sit trapped within a culture where the people in
in this society- in this community and interact working in that library?" And I add- "If it is power (wh~te lJlen) implement racist, sexist
with its culture every day. Instead of trying to d~ngerous for me to assert myself,_ because I am and ·homophobic policies. He screamed at us,
convince ourselves that we are exem_pt from all a woman and because I may be labeled an an audience Consisting of surprised male and
_accusations that claim us racist, sexist, or clas- 'angry bitch' (a statement made, heard and female college students, "I am outraged because
sist, we should_try to acknowleQ.geand exam- tolerated at Bard) how self-possessed, how they are doing it in my name!!!!" His anger
ine these things in our community.
exuberant can I feel as I sit thinking, listening, stemmed from his awareness of a culture and
.The question 'Are women taken as seriously and speaking in that classroom?" I hope that a power structure where he is situated and where
as men on this campus? in the classroom? at campus. entirely intolerant of sexual harass~ he has had to identify himself. By speaking out
parties? during sex?' should not be limited to ment would be a campus that takes women as he is helping to break down destructive dividiscussion in a feminist theory class or women's _seriously as men- as .speakers, as intellectuals, sions (gender and other) between members of
center gathering. It deserves campus wide a_t- as writers, as artists, as entertainers, and as his com!}1unity and within the politica~ movetention and discussion. Women's silence is nof lovers.
ment. He i~ challenging gender stereotypes.
It is most often ~en who sexually harass Likewise, I believe that the men on this campus
only relevant to the issue of sexual harassment.It is a macro-level problem tied to personalized women yet by stating this I do not mean to _(with exceptions that need to be directly conissues. Women are silenced politically and are discount experiences that do not fit this norm. fronted) individually condone r~pe /sexual
often silent in classrooms cross-culturally. Rape stereotypes, (such as rape occurs in dark harassment. Guys, the fact that men rape is a Women who try to speak up are often caught in alleys _to wo_men in mini skirts or that most real burden on your sho:ulders. Gender sterea bind because ~hey _are perceived as 'hostile' rapists are black men or that men are innately otypes are as much of a problem, if not more, as
women as opposed to 'assertive' men. If white, sexually aggressive/violent) are extremely the harassment it~elf. With all of.this in mind I
middle class women are silenced then women · dangerous in that they _contribute to destruc- urge everyone to listen to and speak about the
of color and working-class women are doub!y tive gender/racial stereotypes and skirt the issues of sexism and sexual harassment that are
silenced/doubly marginalized. (This is not real issues involved. What is pertinent in a being d_iscussed on cam pus. This is ourcommu~
doubly silent but doubly sjlenced- and has dif- situation where. someone is being sexually nity, let's have our actions reflect this.
;!',.
/.
ferent social implications than for.white, middle harassed is that the perpetuator is using sex as
~
l/
class women.) ~s a \'VOman and as one who. a way to exploit (consciously or unconsciously)
11
knows and talks to many women, I can hon- there position of power over the other. Sex is

Combatting Silence

/'«it-

•

A resp~nse to Jonas Savilionis piece
by Jonah Gensler
_With dismay I read Jonas ''J~ in the Street"
&!vilion's piece on theMid-East crisis, displaying his brand of aloof cynicism meshed· with
indignant scorn to attack Students Against
Interventionist Policies. The }:)latant disrespect
demonstrated by Jona~' words, as clever as he
may think them to be, have no place in serious
political discourse. But it is the substance of his
argument I challenge here.
It is Jonas' argument that Bush had no choice
b~tto commit U.S. troops to guard against Iraqi
expansion in the Middle-East. He rejects the
argument that economic- reasons help to explain why the Bush Administration has deployed over 200,000 troops in the region. Jonas
probably does his Republican heritage proud
as he disregards a number of important factors:
1)The United Nations and the Arab League's
efforts to negotiate a settlement were overshadowed by the U.S.'s imposing position.
Giveri. a chance, the U.N. might not only have
provided the vehicle for peace in this particular
situation, but also a historical precedent could
have been established in the U.N.'s peacekeeping role.
__..-·
_
.
There were other alternatives and the U.N.
might well have filled the voig had the Bush
boys not been so gung-ho. The trouble with

that is some are not quite r~dy to give up_ the
,role of U.S. as world's policeman and the U.S.
working under the U.N. would mean a significantly different "New World Order" than what
George Bush espouses.
2) The Bush administration has explicitly
stated that it has other objectives besides the
protection of Kuwaiti. or Saudi sovereignty,
namely protection of American and world
economic interests.
3) The energy policies of th~ Reagan/Bush
administrations are some of the worst culprits
inourdependencyonoil.(SymbolicofReagan's
wasteful era is his insistence on removing the
White House's solar panels that my uncle had
installed under Carter).
Now I do not agree entirely with. St\{dents
Against ~erventionist Policies' ideology or
methodology but I do feel they are a necessary
voice on this campus. These are difficult questions involving a deatlly subject matter and I
personally feel SAIP's approach is too absolutist, but Jonas' approach fairs consi'!erably
worse. We are now on the brink of war .and a
U.S. already having trouble keeping afloat is
grabbing on to a sinking ship.
Certainly energy conservation is crucial but
distributing gas-guzzling blame to everyone
does not absolve an adventuristic foreign pol-

.

contin~ on p~ge p

Bard Special Olympics
For the past three years, the Bard Special basketball will be from 12 to 3. A pizza lunch
Olympics Committee has been working toes- wfll be provided for everyone participating.
)ablish a Special Olympics program at Bard. Part of each training session involves workWe are very close to achieving that goal. New ing with athletes. When you participate,· you
York State Special Olympics is currently hop- will find out }ust how special these kids are,
ing to turn the Stevenson Gymnasium into and how much fun they are to work with. If
one of their primary training centers for ath- you are interested in getting involved in
letes. Wewouldlikethemajorityofcoach~at Specia1 Olympics, or would like more inferthis training center to be from the Bard com- mation, please contact Gregg Beratan at 758munity. We are currently working to get Bard 1944 or through campus mail at box 502. Or
stvdents, faculty, and staff certified as coaches. simply show up at the gym on November 4th.
COa.ching a sport for Special ,..--------.;;.....;.._ ___;;_,__.....;;.;_ _ _ _ _ _ _...J
Olympics does not require
any special skills, other than
patience and ·an ability to
communicate; We are holding a workshop to train
people as coaches on Sunday,November4th. We will
be training coaches for
swimming and basketball
(the two sports we will most
likely be coaching at Bard).
The swimming session will
be from 9am to 12pm. The
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·non Juan: an unsettling· comedy
by Jason Van Driesche

Don Juan by Moliere
Directed by Garrett Kimberly
The Scene Shop Theatre, A very
Arts Center
Merciless and soulless (but not
withoutpanache),Moliere'sDonJuan
is one of the more despicable characters the theatre has ever seen. He
promises true love and eternal devotion to anything in skirts, and then
cuts down the women he seduces
without mercy once he has had his
fill. H~ has no belief in heaven and
hoids no fear of the devil. He lives
however best suits his desires, and if
this means destroying every woman
who crosses his path, so be it.
But Don Juan has his comic side as
well, especially when he and his servantSganerelle playoffofeach other's
weaknesses and faults. Sganerelle is

hopelessly pious. He reiterates constantly the God-fearing litany that is
the norm for his day, but he is too
attached to the salary Don Juan gives
him and too cowed by Don Juan's
status as a nobleman to stand up to
his master in any meaningful way.
He rants constantly about his maste~ s
callousness, onI yto retreat into whimpering submissiveness as soon as Don
Juan begins to show any signs of
displeasure. His lightning-quick
swings from thundering moralization to puppy-dog pandering are
almost schizophrenic, for Sganerelle
never seems to be able to decide who
he is and what role he is to play in his
master's inevitable demise.
DonJuanisquitea witty characterhimself, in an evil sort of way. From
the audience'~ point of view, his wit
is primarily a product of the juxtaposition of the noble intentions he professes to women he wishes to seduce

~·~~ ~·:
0

and the true motives he reveals only
to his servant Sganerelle. Don Juan is
proud of the deceptions he plays on
everyone, for, as he declares to Sganerelle in church one day, "Hypocrisy
is a fashionable vice, and all fashionable vices count as virtues... I shall
set myself up as a moralist and pass
judgment on everyone." However,
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the judgments he passes on others
can almost always be taken as a judgment on Don Juan himself.
Sganerelle's pathetic comedy and
Don Juan's evil wit often seem incongruous with the gloomy "all sinners
will pay in the end" morality of the
play as a whole. While it is obvious
that Moliere's intention is more to
poke fun at this morality through
comedy than to pay homage to it, the
fact that Don Juan has to pay for his
sins makes the comic aspect of the
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play difficult to pull off. Don Juan
must be more evil than he is witty
and Sganarellc' s piety must be more
important than his pratfalls in order
to make it work.
This production of Moliere's Don
Juan placed heavy emphasis on the
comedic aspect of the play, which left
the audience with a feeling of ambiguity and uneasiness, especially at
the very end of the play. After Don
Juan is finally made to pay for his sins
and is carried down to hell by a ·s tatue
of a man he had killed, his servant is
obviously distrauzht at his master's
demise.
Sganarelle' s last words, however,
reveal his true intentions. "My salary ... he never paid my salary!" he
moans. In the end, he shows his
character is much closer to that of
Don Juan that he ever admitted- that
he shares much of his master's callousnessand hedonistic materialism.
The way his character was portrayed,
however, was too comic to make any
amorality credible.

11 Montgomery Street • Rhinebeck, New York
914•876• 5151
.

(the one without glasses)
continued from page 5
icy. On the contrary, energy conservation goes hand in hand with a more
modest U.5. presence in the MiddleEast. Jonas' "real answer" of wood
stoves and bicycles is a partial answer, but a costly and bloody war is
not.
Mymostimmediateconcemisthat
Jonas' opinions arc not attributed to
me, Jonah, as has already been done
by a few people. Jonah (the one without glasses) will take responsibility
for many things, but not the words of
Jonas (the one with glasses).

7
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14th amendment·
continued from page 1
and . gender issues and the 14th
amendment.
The morning panel discussion
examined the question of race and
the 14th amendment. Randall Kennedy, of Harvard Law School, Charles Stephen Ralston, of the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education Fund,
and Alan Freeman, of SUNY Buffulo
looked at the various meanings of the
recent court decisions concerning
racial issues and discrimination cases.
They also discussed the October 22,
1990 veto by President Bush of the
Civil Rights Act of 1990. The three
panelists agreed th_at it was an important and necessary act and e~
pressed regret about the veto.
Kennedy said that the "formalistic
reading" of the Civil Rights Act of
1866 "gave rise to the Civil Rights Act
of 1990." He cited the case of a black
"woman whoseemployer "treated her
difFerently'' making her "sweep up
trash" for example, than whi~ employees · in her same position. The
·woman filed charges against her
employer, and the case was eventually brought before the Supreme
Court and "was throWn out."This
happened because, according to Kennedy, the Court interpreted the 1866
Aetas "coveringonlyhiring, nottreat.ment." Similar cases ·described · by
Ralston and Fr~man illustrated, the
panelists believed, the need for the
Civil Rights Act of 1990. ''The results
[of the decisions of these cases] is no
redress from the courts for violation
of civil rights," said Ralston.
The afternoon discussion focuSP.d
on gender and the 14th amendment.

To Cooper, nonviolence is not paciLinda Chavez, Senior Fellow of the
ficity. It has to be "learned, practiced,
Manhattan Institute for Policy Recontinued from page 1 and studied. It is like a gun, it can be
. search, Kathryn Abrams of Cornell
Law School, and Jo Freeman, author gies -of non-violence." The group is dangerous if not used properly. King
of The Politics of Women's Liberation working with police organizations studied Gandhi, Tolstoy, and
continued from page 1
and editor of Women: A Feminist Per- and state elementary and secondary Niebuhr extensively." Also, said
King Jr. Branch beLuther
Martin
spective, all offered different views of schools. The receptiveness of these Cooper, King would not attack indithe future of civil rights and gender groups to the strategies of nonvi- vidual people that were opposed to came interested in the civil rights
his reforms. Cooper said this type of movement when, as a graduate studiscrimination.
olence has been_encouraging.
not promote understand- dent at the Woodrow Wilson S<;hool
attackdoes
by
appointed
Chavez, who ·was
The second speaker was operations
of Public and International Affairs,
President Reagan as the Staff Direc- manager Jim Whaley who helps ing only opposition.
Cooper then opened the discus- he decided to spend a summer worktor of the U.S. Commis.sion on Civil provide funding for activities related
Rights from 1983-85~ ex:pressed op- to the Institute. Whaley said that if sion to questions. In response to ing in South Georgia registering vottimisim_about the defeat of the Civil Bard's chapter develops an active questions about rape and sexual ers. Through e~posure to blacks and
Rights Act of 1990. She felt that "it program the Institute would be will- harrasment Cooper stressed the need the movement at the grass-roots level,
was not a defeat for civil rights estab- ing to provide financial assistance for for creativity and understanding in he began to gain an understanding of
lishment." The 1990 Act, said Chavez, workshops and speakers. The Insti- "Kingian" philosophy. Also, he the civil rights movement.
Branch stressed the importance of
i~ "different" than the Civil Rights tute is funded by· the State of New stressed the need not to scapegoat
"institutions" as the producers of evil. story-telling and narration as the key
Acts of the 1%0s. "It is more like a York.
special interest bill ... filled with in- . The final speaker was the Institute's "The power to change all this lies in to writing history. He contended that
the ''notion of story-telling is congrucomprehensible jargon, [andJ it ad- executive director Tom Cooper. ourselves not in the 'institutions'."
Tpe Bard Chapter of the organiza- ent with the movement." Dr. King's
dresses legal principles and not moral Cooper stressed the power of
movement, Branch stated, was
ones," 'Chavez explained.
"Kiugian" non-violence in the past tion was begun by Scott Heckendorf
Freeman and Abrams did not and its pertinence for the present and and David O'Reilly. Heckendorf grounded i'n the notion of a common
address the t99o Act specifically, but future. Cooper stated that without stated that the group was planning to humanity which stemmed from the
they expressed the need fw riew ways King, the civil rights movement could survey the campus, including faculty belief in religion and democracy as
to look at gender discrimination. She have been radically different. and administration, to find out what the moral basis for justice. King's
argued that we need to '1ook_ for new "Montgomery was a powder keg," issues are important at Bard. The movement had a sense of internal
models" of equal opportunity. While he said. Without King, "there could group also wants to work with other ~nlargement, a "leap of faith" which
it is possible to imagine a race-blind have been a racial ciVil war." Cooper clubs on campus to help them allowed belief in strangers. The consociety, she pointed out, "there is no used the events in Eastern Europe "thoughtfully define their goals", said cept of non-violence, thus, strove to
such thing as a gender-blind soci- and Tienamen Square as examples of Heckendorf. So far, the Women's maintain a human contact with other
Center and Amnesty International particpants in the movement.
ety." The models of equa1 oppbrtu- attempts at Kingian philosophy.
Branch concluded that America, in
nity that we base our legal system on
Cooper also sought to dispell some have shown interest in working with
the 1990's is "far from taking leaps."
- are "based on a male mod~l." She misconceptions about nonviolence. the organization.
Instead, he claims that we have turned
stressed that this model is not an.
see ·either Karen. Greenberg, Myra in ward, abstracted the race issue, and
aecurate·- orie in wh!c}l f~ j~~ge
Armstead, or Alice StrQup, the 3 sub- thus, enclosed ourselves around our
American sode!y~ In fact'~ol}ly 1_0%
of the populaHon" fits into the model
.committee members, for further de- own pride and "cultural selfishness."
of a married couple, with one worktails. The Ford Foundation Grant We have become deaf to human stocontinued from page 1 defines the minorities covered by its . ries because we respond to labels and
ing spouse, and children, aecording
· ment_ that the g_rant is not available to program to be Alaskan natives, Na- symbols rather than to human expe-to Freeman. . Following each_panel discussion, all students conducting research, but tive American Indians, African- riences. Branch hopes to use .storythe audience had the opportunity to she points out that "their hands are Americans, Mexican-Amerkans, na- telling to recapture and reconstruct
choose a workshop with one the tied by the nature of the grant." Any tive Pacific Islanders ), and Puerto histories that have been lost to ideopanelists that exami~ed the specific minority student interested in apply- Ricans. Students of Asian decent, logical definitions and analyses:
issues in depth.
ing for a history research grant should however, are not eligible.
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Bard's Richman
heading for ,
national meet
by]ogy Apap

Bard Richman led Bard's men's
cross country team to a 3rd place
finish at the district meet on SaturdayJ November 3. With his 5th place
finish, Richman will travel to the
University of Wisconsin at Par~side
to run in the national NAIA tournament along with over 550 other runners.
In the the women's 'race, freshman
Dawn Gray finished in 7th place to

make the All-District team with an
outstanding 22:15 for 5,000 meters.
Gray was supported by Kristin
Cleveland who finished 9th at 23:43.
Cleveland,onlytwoweeksago,made
it to the district finals For Bard's ten-.
nis team; a 2nd and 9th place finish in
twodifferentsportsinoneseason. Bo
don't know that!
The men's team finished with 67
points overall with Lucas Aim taking
11th (33:21); Bill Yeskel, 17th (39:24); ·
James Kelly, 18th (39:32); and Kevin
Allen, 19th (40:48). ·
Richman, a sophomore, is heading
to his second straight national tournament. This year, however, he hopes
to turn in a better finish. "We're expecting a good time and finish from
him this year," said Bard Athletic Director, Joel Tomson; ''Tha"tis,ifhecan ·

Women Spikers finish
3rd in district tourney
by Jody Apap
Bard entered the tournament
seeded 6th, but with strong matches
throughout the day found themselves
in the semifinals after upsetting 3rd
seeded King's College.
Bard cruised ~~rough the pool play
matches by first upsetting King's 155, 11-15, 15-8. This surprise gave the
women the inspiration to go on and
crush Dominican 15-8, 15-3, and St.
joseph's 15-4, 15-1.
They lost to the College of St. Rose
4-15,7-15, but that still left them 2nd
in their pool and propelled them into
the semi's'.

race."
Last year
duringthena~

tiona I race, one
of Richman's
shoes came off
during the first
stretch.
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The next match was not expected
·to go well for them: and it didn't. St.
Thomas Aquinas, the defending
champion from last year, and better
than ever, easily handled the Blazers,
15-2, 15-4.
The entire team and coach Willie
Davis were all extremely happy with
the day. The women unquestionably
came a tremendous way this season,
and certainly can look forward to a
good year.
was named to
Willa Concannon
the All-Tournament second team
after a strong day of spiking.
.

Men's
·Basketball
Home opener
Monday
Nov. 12th
8:00PM
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'frying to stretch dollars when
you're computer shopping doesn't mean
you're willing to make saaifices.
That's why you should consider the new, affordable Macintosh® Classi~ computer.
It has everything you need-including a manito~ keyboard, mouse, 2 megabytes of
RAM, and a 40-megabyte hard disk. just plug everything in and the Macintosh Classi~ is ready
to run, because the system software is already installed~ And, thanks to the Macintosh
computer's legendary ease of use, you'll be up and running in no tiine. ··
Jllre every Macintosh, the Classic can run thousands of available applications that all
work in the same, consistent way-so once·you've learned one program, you'rewell on your
way to learning them all.And this is one cheap roommate that doesn't have trouble sharing.
The Apple® SuperDrive ~standani equipment with every Macintosh-reads from and
writes to Macintosh, ~DOS, OS;2, and Apple II floppy disks, which means you can share
information with someone who uses a different type of computer.
See the Macintosh Classic for yourself It'll change your mind about cheap roommates. ~
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Come see th'e new
Macintoshes!
Date: November 16
Place: Kline Committee Room
Time: 11:00 AM to 2:30 PM
· For more information contact Bonnie Gilman at ext.496

ti. _Th~ po:wer to be your best~
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After Australi a-the world
continued from page 4
cafeteria or elsewhere. Some financial aid is avaiiable on need from
Murdoch, but they sugge,st seeking
funds at your curre~t" ~miv~rsity or ·
_
college first. _ _ _ _- _
Now for the required core class:
The CtEE, with one of its main m~tives being to explore the idea of
continental interdependence, requires all International students to
enroll iil "Australia&: Its Asian Context." The class includes lectures and
seminar5,extensivepreparatoryread ing, and 2 hours per week of related
cultural activities, such as films, readings, and museum visits. The focus is
on the economy, politics, and society
of 20th Century Australia, with the
context of interaction with its foreign

neighbors. As one individual within - summer study available in China,
the program states: "We must seek France, and the USSR. The council
t~rough education, and especial~y emphasizes the benefits of living
through international educatio~, to within a foreign culture for developdevelop empathy, that rare and ment of another language and for a
wonderful ability to perceive the heightened international awareness.
worldasothersseeit." Students who Students interested in finding more
remain interested in Southeast and details on the Murdoch program or
Asian Studies can link Murdoch stud- in studying in another CIEE program
ies with those at another Asian insti- can contact:
tutionduringthe~mester.Thecoun
cil already has opportunities for stud- Academic Program Department
ies in China, Japan, and Indonesia, Council on International Ed ucational Exchange
with programs being established
205 East 42nd Street
right now in Thailand and Vietnam
New York, NY 10017
as well.
call: .
The CIEE also offers 28 other pro_
661-1414.
(212)
grams in 16 countries, 'including
Brazil, Czechoslovakia, the Dominican Republic,_ and Hungary, with

or

For Sale: IBM ps/2, Model 30
with color monitor. Perfect condition. $900. Contact Amy Rogers,
.
758-2095.

Jakes Bikeshop-Repairs, parts,
tuneups, etc. Certified professional
mechanic. Call now-reasonable
rates. 757-5006.

Wanted: Used computer at reasonable price. Contact Jonah, Box
724 or call758-1370.

I need a ride to Boston-over
Thanksgiving br~k. I will pay for
gas. If you can give me a ride to,
from, or both ways. Box 692, South
Hall110.

If anyone lost a ring on Parent's
day, please contact Assistant Dean
of Students, Beth Frumkin, 7587456.

Housemate Wanted:

Starting

Dec. or Jan. 1. Share lovely two
bedroom apartment with me and
two cats in Rhinecliff. Female, nonsmoker preferred. $300/mo, includes utilities. Call Cindy x417 or
876-5738.
For Sale: 1986 Pontiac 6000,
60,000 miles .. Excellent condition.
$3,900 or best offer. (914) 757-3833.
Classic VW Bus. Red and white.
Excellent interior & under engine
flap. Complete maintenance records. Sleep in it, ride it across the
country, or keep it as a conversation piece. Priced to sell. Many
extras. (914) 876-6116.
Dixieland band looking .for pianist and trombone player. Contact Oliver. 758-1658.
Wanted: Musicians wanted for
30's band-Tango, Beguine, Waltz,
Swing-all instruments considered,
especially brass, violins, smart piano, and smooth snare. For local
gigs, Bard gigs, and/or fun. Contact Pola Chapelle. 876-6116.

Order your college ring NOW.
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Death row prisoner, caucasian
male, age 44, desires correspondence with either male or female
college students. Wants to form a
friendly relationship and exchange
past experiences and ideas. Will
answer all letters and exchange
pictures. Prison rules require your
full name and return address on the
outsideoftheenvelope. Jim Jeffers,
Box B-38604, Florence, AZ 85232.
LostandFound: Knapsackfound
full of plates and dishes from Kline.
Also photographs of sunsets and
exotic places. Contact Elaine Sproat.

Gm

Deposit Required:

Place:
Meet with ~ur Jostens representative for full details. See our complete ring selection on display in your college bookstore.
IO-GOII(CI'-ce-a18)

Canibean trip by National Science Foundation, 2-6 credits from
NCStateU.,l-2weeksinDec.,May,
or Aug; Call prof Kimberley, (919)
737-7831.

Travel Sales Representative.
Wanted, outgoing, aggressive, selfmotivated individuals or groups to
market Winter and Spring Break
trips on campus. For more information call Student Travel Services
at 1-800-648-4849.
Don't forget to send in professor
evaluation lattcrs!
Well, ifSvcn isafricnd ofFlaubert and Emma's (NOTDinkums, thank
you very much), why doesn't he tell
his friendly Production Manager to
print their personals? Hmm?
Dani; May the winds of change
blow swiftly across this barren
wasteland of desire unfulfilled -oh
what new chapters we shall di~
cover. Even Salome lay naked
under her resolve-Lisa.
My lovely and dear schizophrenic
witches ... More chocolate ... Food.·
. . And wine. . . In Heinosterous ..
. Excessive amounts. The light will
never cease to shiheupon us. Fields
of flowers and oceans of tears forever ...Your devoted witch 3 (The
Pumpkin Princess)
You caught my fall under the
rain. . . Will you now fall into my
open arms and open heart? May
this divine madness never end ... 1.
2.3.
If Love's Labour's Lost, you are
an idiot indeed. You know where
to find me if you come to your
senses. I'll benursingmywounded
pride. -the blonde.
Kuruppu, you probably have
many admirers, but only one will
be wearing one black sock and one
white on Fri 9.
I love my nerd herd, EVEN when
they don't give me any sign afall as
to whether they are still among the
living. Sniff. Sigh. Ain't I subtle?
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legibly. All articles, cartoons, and
photographs that are submitted by
deadline will be considered for
publication. Turn all material in at
the front desk of the library by noon
Fndav a week before the publication
date. The Editor reserves the right
to edit all articles (except those
intended for the Another View page)
for style and length,
Classifieds; Free for Bardians,
$5 for all others. Personals are free.
Display ads: Local @$5,
National @ $10.

Bard College

Annandale, NY 12504
(9141758-0772
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Let's tnake Bard a
progressive example
To the Editor:
I am writing this in response to the
Nov. 1 article concerning Bard's at~
tention to the needs of the handi~
capped. In particular I would like to
address two statements made by t~e
Dean of Students Shelley Morgan.
Ms. Morgan in the article said
"People cannot change what they do
not know about the campus."
This statement implies that handicapped students and faculty have
never made their particular needs
known to the college until these interviews with professor Rodewald and
myself and therefore we are being
unfair. Well it is pretty evident that
Professor Rodewald for the last
twenty years has been making his
needs known to the college. Over a
year ago I sent a ten page overview of
the needs of visually impaired Bard
students to the administration. This
outline was the result of a request by
the administration as they were about
to receive a large donation earmarked
for the needs of Bard's visually impaired students. I might add that the
open loading dock was mentioned in
this outline as a significant danger to
all students and faculty. My little trip
over the edge, which happened after
the outline had been reviewed, was
NOT the fault of B&:G because there
was never a rail there to begin with.
The Dean of Students was also
quoted as saying "We must bring in
people from the outside to train us on
matters of sensitivity and expose
people to the problem ofhandicapped
~
students."
The i11sensitivity and failure to act
that Professor Rodewald pointed out
is the result of the ignorance which I
tried to point out. This ignorance is
not malicious but rather simply a
failure to think. This is what is so
counter-productive about categorizing people as "handicapped" or "non~
handicapped" or whatever patronizing phrase is popular this year. We
do not need outside "experts" in
sensitivity training to come to Bard
and teach everyone how to ~ccome
more sensitive to any one group of
people. What we are essentially talking about here is becoming aware ~f
the fact that you live with others, all
of whom arc different than you. This
sort of "sensitivity," or common
sense, can only begin in your own
head.
Trust me, you will do fine if you
just start there. Anyone who took just
a few seconds to simply think about
the fact that professor Rodewald is
on wheels would become a ware of
the difficulties he must put up with. to
go about his daily activities and it
would be clear that what he needs is
simple accessibility, not sympathy or
sensitivity trainers. It would also
become dear that he is not being
vz
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allowed to exercise his civil right!'
And the next time you sec :r:te
coming stop tor a second and think
about lht..! fact that if you hold a da0r
for me or do anything else for me that
I am fully capable of doing myself
that you arc putting me in an unfamiliar situation which usually leads
to problems instead of the help that
you intended. And if you are not sure
about what to do or not do just ask.
Most importantly I would like ':o
add that progress is being ntade :n
coaxing Bard into the late twentieth
century. After a year of personal effort the endowment I mentioned
above has been put into place. This
money will be set aside to meet special needs of individuals at BareL Thls
funding is only the beginning as I
intend to see that an institutional
structure is put in place so that it will
be there to meet current and future
needs of members of the Bard community. The first planning meeting
for this structure is November 5 and
I am optimistic about its potential as.,
even in light of past administrath;e
tapdancing, that the current efforts
of all involved in this project are sincere. So let's cut the crap and get to
work and make Bard the progressive
example that it can be.
Sincerely,
Scott Heckendorf

Observer needs to

clarify priorities
To the staff offhe Bard Observer,
1have been accused by the editor of
The Bard Observer of having no understanding of journalistic ethics. It is
unethical, she tells me, to print anonymous quotes. On October 23 Emily
Horowitz interviewed me for an article that appeared in last weeks Ob·
seroer that concerned, among other
things, the events that took place on
Parents Day. I only found out that
this article was being written after
speaking with Shelley Morgan and
finding out that she had been interviewed for said article. Upon further
investigation, I stumbled upon the
fact that Leon Botstcin had been in·
tcrviewcd as well. I confronted Emily
and asked her if: she was planning to
write an unbiased article. She said
that she was. ''Why then," I asked
her, "have none of the students involved in Saturday's activities been
approached?'' She agreed to interview me, but I would have to call her,
she said. She couldn't possibly remember my phone number.
So, that afternoon, she interviewed
me. I had decided for reasons that arc
none of anybody's business, that I
did not want my name attached to
the quotes. Emily didn't see any
problem with that, but she'd have to
consult the people in power regarding editorial policy. She consulted
and that night I got a phone call from
the Editor~in..Chief. She explained

that it was good editorial policy for
Reader responds
all quotes to be accompanied by
to "'Vocabulary for
names. '-'What will happen if I don't
agree to having my name printed?" I
Sex at· Bard"
· asked. She explained that she would
To the Editor:
have to paraphrase. So I was ~eft with
the choice of com promising iny prih~Sexism is sexism. Whether it's you
ciples or having t~e Observ~~ "paraphrase" my words. It was probably - callingmecockteaseor meassuming
too late to retract my statements, so I you're only making small talk to get
chose the former. I could have ar~ in my pants. The "Kline shuffle" is by
· gued until I was blue in the face. It no means one-sided and sexual harwouldn't have done any good. She . assment or just plain superficiality
. knew that she was right and that I have no gender specific definitions.
By presenting your "yocabulary'' as
just didn't understand journalism.
I wasn't surprised to find myself in if this were the case, you are mer~ly
this uncomfortable position. Just a aggravating asocial problem of which
week earlier Michael Beattie had been lack of communication and reinforced
. placed in a similar dilemma, being stereotypes are a major part.
Certain! y there is a higher rate of
told that it was tUne he "took respon~
violent se)rual crimes committed
sibility" for his actions. The actions
that they shook their fingers at had against women by men than against
included taking the words of a trus- men by women; certainly there is a
tee out of context. The words of that socialized role of aggressor for most
trustee had been disturbing, even in men, and frequently a more emo~
context, yet Emily Horowitz chose tional role given to most women. In
not to concentrate on the content of · the face of these things, a stereotype
arises that the man will be the one
the ugly statement by Martin Peretz,
but instead on the irresponsibility of who initiates, even forces a sexual
the student who had exposed the situation, and thereafter will be unm~n's tacky disregard for the seri- able to look at you in the post office.
He will be the one whose vocabulary
·
ousness of the date rape issue.
Anyway, that evening the Editor- hassuddenlyshrunkto.t heoccasional
uhow are vou?"
.
.
J
in-Chief said she'd let me read an
In attempting to overcome the
article (presumably written by an
eXpert), which would make it clear to problems of sexual harassment, sex~
me why the editori~l policy is the uallies, and sexual politics, however,
way that it is. She has since sent that it seems important to remember that
opinion piece to Michael Beattie and as two separate genders, we must
myself. The first line of this piece meet in the middle to facilitate any
·entitled "Journalists suf(ertheirown sort of effective change. Your "vodea~ly AtDS" reads·"The acronym is cabulary" implies that women aren't
AIDS for· Anonymous Informants ever (or can't be) guilty of the insenDefamatory Statement, and this sitive actions therein; it could very
highlycontagiousdisea seisdestroy- well give some (ignorant, mind you)
ing the credibility of the press in the men the idea that if women think that
United States." The ancllogy to the they will be ass holes, then they don't .
real AIDS, not a highly contagious . have to feel so bad about doing so.lt
disea~e, is disgusting. Furthermore, could give other men the feeling that
even if this essayist is correct about they shouldn't apprnach women on
theimportanceofattach ingnamesto , this campus at all for fear of the asdefamatory statements, it was incor- . sumption of insincerity that will be
rect<?ftheObservertotr ytoapplythis made about him if he is genuinely
"ethical" editorial policy to words interested and sounds cliche.
Yourpieceimpliesthat he can only
that were in no way "defamatory."
1 hope that in the future the Ob- · be a "sensitive," manipulative basser.veTstaffWillstopworryingsomuch tard, or an overbearing, violent one.
abouuhe "good editorial policy" that Basically, people harass people, and to
they've been taught to adhere to and approach the issue as a gender~spe
work to be more fair and considerate. cific one only increases hostility and .
· If they have any hope of ga:ining the is the two steps bacRward to the one
respect of the Bard community, they step forward ofincreased awareness.
Furthermore, on a more pe:rsonal
must be more receptive to the validity of our co,ncems and criticism. The level, I'd simply like to address the
excuse ;Jwe wouldn't be a good pa- issue of sexuality itse!f, and how it is
perifeverybodylove<!, .us"isn'tgood presented through your "vocabu~
enough anymore; The Bard Observer laJY." If this is supposed to "describe
receives its funds from the student some familiar sexual situations at
activities fee and they must work Bard," then sex is only presented as a
~arder to pre~nt a more realistic and crime,·as perverse and manipulated
' intelligent view of our college com- in a _gender power struggle. The
munity and be more respectful to- woman appears to be victimized in
ward the students who provide them every sexual situation that you "de~
with infon;ned insight and valid fine," unable to realize that she is
being taken advantage of, and thus
commentary.
sex seems to exist solely for her degTp.ank you,
and for Male X's ego boost.
radation
·Fiona Lawr~nce
does exist also as a perand
can
Sex
·The saying Lawrence uses is in refrrenee to
shared and
the lxlsic nature of the media, tluzt we seek the sonal experience equally
1
It can and
people.
two
by
enjoyed
truth even when it is unpleasant or doesn't
does exist in a healthy context, even
~tch ihe preconaptions of our readers. -Ed.

in a situation where two people have
just met, and decide to go home to~
gether. Sex, like most interpersonal
issues, can be a good thing with clear
initial communication, and that is the
bottom line here.
Jennifer Goebel

Byway of

clarification ...
To the Editor:

I am writing this letter in at attempt
to clear up the Bard community's
lack of understanding of the positions and functions ofthe Women's
Center regarding campus activites
surrounding the issue of sexual harassment. I have repeatedly asserted
that the Women's Center is not a
group which is willing to take responsibility for the spray painting
and leafletting of the campus on the
eve of Parents Day. Although individual members of the Women's
Center, myself included, did participate in those activities, our actions
were not in any way endorsed by all
members of the Center. Nor were all
the participants in the Parents Day
action members of the ' Women's
Cen~er. I am concerned that people
might feel uncomfortable participating in Women's Center activities
because they think that we are simply an activist organization. I hope
that this is not the case. The Bard
community should know that the
Women's Center serves a variety of
purposes and that we would welcomeany member of the community,
woman or man, faculty, staff or student, at a meeting or event. We hope
that everyone will join us in our efforts to make Bard a college at which
all people, regardless of their gender,
age, race, _or ethnicity are treated
equally.
Sincerely,
Fiona Lawrence
P.S. We meet evelY Monday night
at 7PM on the top floor of the old
gym.

Dean appreciates
coverage ..
To the Editors:
I would like to commend the efforts of The Bard Observer staff and
contributing writers for addressing
the issue of sexuai harassment on
campus. This topic is complicated
and exceedingly difficult to discuss.
Your coverage was objective, comprehensive, and educational. As a
community, wehaveadutytomaintain an open dialogue between men
and women, regardless of our status
on c~mpus. It is encouraging to see
the community responding constructively to this national concern. Many
thanks to The Bard Observer for taking
this issue to heart.
Sincerely,
Shelley Morgan

· L&L faculty
evaluations imminent
, To the Bard Community:
This s~meter, Professor Terence
Dewsnap is being evaluated in the
Division of Languages and Literature. If you have taken a class or
dasses with him~ we need your input. Please send letters through
campus mail to Emily Horowitz or
Andrea Stein by November 13. Oral
testimony wi~l be taken Friday,
November9 from 10:00a.m. to noon
in Preston 101. Thank you . .
Emily Horowitz & Andrea J. Stein

Why the disclaimer?
To the Editors:
In the 11/2/90 issue of The Bard
Observer there appeared an inoffen~
sive advertisement by Birthright.
Since I have never seen a balanced
presentation of the abortion issue in
your, paper, I was happy to see a
different perspective presented, albeit a paid advertisement.
But is the editorial board that fearful of a different point of view on this
issue that they saw it necessary to
print a disclaimer alongside the ad?
Sincerely,
Gerald E. Kelly
Director, Student Financial Services

·Disclaimer disgusting
After I had gleefully absorbed
another episode of Zzyzx in the
November 2nd issue of the Observer,
I came across something that caused
me great distress. I saw an advertise~
ment for Birthright. It evidently pr~
vides "alternatives" to abortion. This
ad v~rtisement was not the source of
my troubles. Next to this ad Wa;i the
editorial disclaimer, "This is a paid
advertisement and does not reflect
the views of The Bard Observer."

I am pro-choke. I do not believe
government should ha,ve the po~er
to limit or eliminate the opportuni~
ties a woman has to abort ht.•r fetus, if
that is what she chooses. Consistent
with my pr~choice view is that there
are alternatives to abortion that
·should definitely be explored. Birthright claims to offer service in this
area. ·
The Bard Observer's statement is not
pro-choice; it is pro-abortion. Liter~
ally taken, it says that a woman should
have no choice, but should abort all
unwanted pregnancies. I inferred a
more relaxed message. I believe it to
say that it is undesirabJe to seek
choices, and those organizations that
offer them are "incorrect."
And I'm sure some bonehead is
now whining about the implied politics in the ad. Yes, Birthright is a prolife organization. Unless I'm mistaken, "pro-life" docs not mean
,
"inherently evil." However, Birthright is also an organization that uses
reprehensible tactics to influence
choice. If the Observer has an objec~
tion to this particular organization,
then this objection should have been
stated. Instead, the Observer left us
with a trulydisgm;ting political state~
ment.
Robert Patrick Sharkey
When The Bard Observer's Editorial Board
originally debated whether or not to accept the
Birthright ad, we were under the mistaken
impression that they had been successfully
sued by Planned Parenthood ·for fa~
advertising. We decided to run the ad with a
disclaimer td insure that it was clear to
readersthat it was a paid advertisement because
we believe all opinions sJwuld have equal
opportunity to be voiced, and because ~
hoped it would open discussion an the issue.
I have sina spoken with Steve White of
Planned Parenthood in Poughkeepsie who
said that theyactuaJ.lyreferprople to Birthright
and that it is a credible organization which
truly tries to htlp women. We have removed
our disclaimer.-Ed.
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ew. Horlions Concert:
n November 9 at 8:00 PM in the Olin Auditorium, Leon

Mat!t & Physics Dept . Lecture:
otstein conducts the Hudson Valley Philharmonic Chamber - Tea, Cookies, and Talk will be held on Thursday, November 15
.trchestra in works by Joachim, Nicholas, Maw, Janacek and at ~:00 PM in Hegeman 102. Dav!d Rolfe of IBM in Kingston will
Jeetho_ven. Guest pianist Rudolf Firkusny. Free for Bard speak on Hypercubes. All are welcome, refreshments will be
•tudents with LD.s.
· ·
served at 4:45PM.
~!-Salvador

Bard Papers:

Disqtssion:

Jard Visiting Professor of Economics, Thomas Karier, will lead · The Bard Papers is seeking submissions for the 1990-91 issue.
We are looking for work from all fields, done in or optside of
t discussion on November 9 at 7:30 P¥ at the Ulster County
Jnitarian Fellowship after a showing of El Salvador in Crisis, _class, including: original papers, senior project excerpts, fiction,
produced by the Unitarian-Universalist Scrvic_e Committee. He poetry, artwork, photography. The deadline is November 21,
and his_wife, Es~er Orellana, who is a political refugee from El 1990. Please send to Kim Miller, ~x 901, Campus Mail.
Shlvador, ate members of the Woodstock-El Buen Pastor Sister
City Project. The meeting is open to the public. The Ulster Proctor Art Show:
County Unitarian Fellowship is located on Sawkill Road in Paintings by six contemporary artists are on view in Proctor Arts
Center from now until November 14.
Ki~gst_on, one mile south c;>f Route 209.
Musical Activities Group:
M.A.G. will hold an open concert for music, performance, tape-

playing,filmshowing,artwork-displaying ... Arrangesomething
ahead of time or just show up with something to share. Time is
T.B.A. Location: BrookHouse. Contact Paul Winkler via campus
main for more information.
· Also, the Jeff Presslaff Quintet, a group playing jazz-based,
composed and improvisational music, will play in Brook House
on Friday 'night, November 9th (Time To Be Announced).
Bach &: S~arlatti Recital:
· ]. S. Bach and Do,nenico Scarlatti is the final recital in the series
.tl Dance to theMusic ofTime, featuring harpsichordist Frederick
·
· Hammond. 8:00PM, Nov. 14 in the Olin Auditorium.

Washington Internships:

Bard Students are invited to take advantage of the Washington
Center's wide variety of_internships in government and the
private sector for Spring Semester 1991. To qualify for up to 12
Bard Cr~its, students should be either Juniors or Moderated
. Sophomores, and must have a G.~.A. of Aprox. 3.0. Credit is
possible for the internship itself (4), for the seminar chosen in
conjunction with the Bard Campus advisor (4), and .fo_r an
independent study and research project arranged with a Bard
faculty (4). The deadline for Spring programs isNovember1 and
students should contact Prof. Nackenoff (Ext 230) for more
details and arrangements of the program. The cost of the
program for next semester is $1,995, and housing is available at
an additional cost; some financial aid may be available.

0
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Students

Riverdance Auditions:

Riverdance, the regions newest dance company, announces
company auditions for its upcoming 1991 season. Founded in
1989, Riverdance was concieved to bring quality classical and
contemporary dance to the northern Dutchess and UlsterCounty
Areas. Open auditions for dancers will be held on Sunday,
November 18, between 2 and 4:00 PM at the Rhihebcck Dance
Center in Astor Square Mall, Rhinebeck. For more information
call Michele Ribble at 876-3303.

Weekend ·Movies
Showings are at 7:30 PM and 9:00PM in the Student Center.
This Weekend:
Friday, November9: The Handmaid's Tale (Co-Sponsored with
the Women's Center)
Sunday, November 11: Even Dwarfs Started Small, Werner
Herzog -little people revolt.
Next Weekend:
Friday, November 16: Mystery Train.
Sunday, November 18: Malcom X (a documentatyco-sponsored
byBBSO)
.

Instead of wasting paper by hanging posters all
around campus, announce your event in the
Weekly Community Information Newsletter!
~

Calendar of Events
Saturday 10

Sundayll

Monday12

Tuesday 13

Wednesday 14

Thursday 15

Friday 16

Morning
Bard van shuttle runs
to Rhinecliff, Red
Hook, & Rhinebeck

6:00PM
Ecumenical Worship
Service
Chapel

6:00PM
Environmental Oub
Committee Room
Kline Commons

6:00PM
Amnesty
International
Olin

5:00PM
Spanish Table
Kline Commons

5:00PM
Tea, Cookies & Talk
Hegeman 102

4:25 PM, 7:25 PM, &

5:45 -10;30 PM
Trip to Hudson Valley
Mall, Kingston

7:00PM
Alcoholics
Anonymous
Aspinwa1l302

6:00PM
French Table
Committee Room
Kline Commons

6:00PM
Observer News staff
meeting
Kline

7:00PM
Al-Anon
Aspinwall 302

6:30PM
BBLAGA Meeting
Albee Social Room

7:19,8:20, & 9:30PM
Van meets trains at
Rhinecliff station

7:00PM
Christian Meeting
Bard Chapel Basement

Observer Features/

7:30PM
· Narcotics
Anonymous
Aspinwall302

7:30 & 9:00 PM
Movies
Student Center
~(See Above)
'7:43PM
Van meets train at
Poughkeepsie station
7-lOPM
Writing Tutors
Albee Annex 103

7:00PM
Arts staff meeting
Preston 127
7:00PM
Women's Center
Meeting

6:30PM
Debate Club
Kline Commons 8:00PM
Observer Photo staff
meeting
Albee lounge

7:00PM
F1uteChoir
Bard Chapel
7:00PM
Women's Center film
Olin204

7~10PM

8:00PM

Writing Tutors
Albee Annex 103

listening to Jazz
Bring Your Records
Bard Hall

8:00PM
Bach Recital
Olin Auditorium

7·10PM
Writing Tutors
Albee Annex 103

7-lOPM
Writing Tutors
Albee Annex 103

7~10 PM
·Writing Tutors
Albee Annex 103

8~40PM

Bard vans to
Rhinecliff train stafion
5:00PM
General deadline for
submissions to· The'

Bard Observer
6:30PM
Bard"van to
Poughkeepsie train
station
7:30 & 9:00 PM
Movies
Student Center
(See·A.bove)
12:00NOON
Deadline for all
calendar submissions
for the issue covering
November 24 to 30
due in the Dean of
Student's office

